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globalisation would be to have a lot of trade and industries between different countries. The Phoenicians were some of
the first traders and explorers in this world, and they eventually became a huge power in this new world. Throughout the
Phoenician history, they would be well known for their trading, and also their ships and ships that were able to travel
around the world. But there were many other nations that would become influenced by the Phoenicians, in the way of
inventions and ideas. The most common is the alphabet that was adapted from the Phoenician one. The Phoenicians
would also be well known for their great knowledge of metals and how they would be able to make bronze items out of
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wars that were fought between the nations of this world. The first major war would be when the Egyptians would build
the pyramids. The Egyptians were the other people that had a large influence on the Phoenician culture. The Egyptians
would have a huge influence on the Phoenician ideas and inventions. The Egyptian's were known for being extremely
talented in managing their people and the way they treated them. Because of this, the Phoenicians wanted to do the same
as the Egyptians. In these new ways of management, the Phoenicians would have a large system that could be used to
organise their workers and the soldiers of their army. The main purpose of the Phoenician way of management was to
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